
WCSQM Student Character Campaign - Student of the Month 

Student submission form 

Student Name: Leyla Bailey Year group/form: Year 7 School Name: Weatherhead High School

We are #worldclass learners and leaders with a commitment to achieving the best for our community and our best in the work place,
by acquiring a deep knowledge and understanding of our world

1. I am an excellent learner, dedicated to life-long learning because I…

Characteristics
Description Evidence
a…understand the importance of learning from mistakes,
and build up intellectual and emotional resilience

b…exercise intellectual curiosity, and work independently,
creatively and inventively
Leyla is a keen History student and as part of the
Jubilee celebrations took part in a creative challenge
with her friends and was awarded first place.
The girls worked diligently in their own time to create a
wonderful presentation on the Queen’s Jubilee, which
they delivered to their teaching group.
They proved that they are World Class learners by
going above and beyond, creating their own props (a
crown) and even made cupcakes for the group. The
girls really thought about the challenge and were
creative and inventive in their work.

Screenshot of the Jubilee presentation:
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Photo of the crowns the girls made:

d…reflect on my achievements, revise and improve my
ideas
e…use strategies for effective learning, such as the ability
to memorise, summarise, rephrase and review
f…practice reading for enjoyment, accompanied by high
levels of critical thinking
The girls spent time researching the Queen’s reign and
the Jubilee using a variety of resources. They thought
about the best way to present their work to their
teaching group which involved wearing handmade
crowns, eating cake and watching a wonderfully
creative presentation created with google slides!
They were rewarded by being awarded first place
winning a certificate and special Jubilee pencil.

Photo of the winners with Miss Bartle:
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g…am an excellent researcher
* see f

h…am an exceptional learning role model to members of
the school community, at all ages, and levels.
As well as delivering an exceptional presentation to
their teaching group, the girls baked cupcakes which
they shared with the group. They are wonderful role
models to their form groups and the Year 7 community
and inspired their peers.
They each represent the school and their year group in
various leadership roles including as Plastic
Ambassadors, Subject Ambassadors, Eco Council
members and the WCS Ambassador team.

Photo of the WCS Ambassadors team:

Photo of Jubilee cakes
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